
An easy way to tell if a product being sold online is made from elephant

ivory is to look for Schreger lines. Schreger lines are unique cross-hatching

marks that are naturally found mammoth and elephant ivory products*.

Schreger lines are most visible on ivory cross-sections, curved edges, angled

surfaces and the base of products. Schreger lines intersect at > 115° angles

on elephant ivory, and < 90° on mammoth ivory. If you see Schreger lines

on a product, it’s worth flagging it for removal by WWF.

* From only photos 

online, it’s often hard to 

tell if a product is 

elephant or mammoth 

ivory.  If a product has 

Schreger lines, it’s 

worth flagging for WWF 

review.

Over 20,000 African elephants each year are killed to meet the demand for ivory. Today,

purchasing elephant ivory online is as easy as click, pay, ship. It’s illegal to trade elephant ivory

across US state lines without permits for exceptional circumstance. Many countries across the

world ban sales of elephant ivory in their countries. Using this guide, you can help protect

elephant populations by reporting elephant ivory products you find for sale online.

Send suspected elephant ivory products to endwildlifetraffickingonline@wwfus.org for review. 
Please include the item’s web URL, screenshot / PDF of the listing & date found. 

If elephant ivory is cut lengthways, 

Schreger lines may look more like 

vertical stripes.
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Snuff bottles, pipes

Raw tusks Carved tusks

Netsuke*

Piano keytops, other 
instrument inlays

Walking stick 
handles

Puzzle balls, 
puzzle boxes

Carved figurines

Beaded jewelryBangles

Chess, other 
game sets

Chinese ivory • carved bone • antique Chinese ivory • cross-hatch • cross-hatch graining • Schreger lines • 

vintage carving • ivory jewelry • netsuke • carved puzzle ball • genuine ivory • authentic ivory • carved ivory tusk 

The Coalition to End Wildlife Trafficking Online unites tech companies and wildlife experts at WWF,

TRAFFIC and IFAW to reduce wildlife trafficking online by 80% by 2020. The WWF Cyber Spotter

Program is the Coalition’s critical force of citizen scientists. As our eyes across the web, Cyber

Spotters undergo training on how to identify illegal wildlife products, and report any suspicious

content they find online directly to WWF. WWF works in real-time with companies to take down this

content. So far, Cyber Spotters have helped remove over 1,500 illegal wildlife products for sale online.

Send suspected elephant ivory products to endwildlifetraffickingonline@wwfus.org for review. 
Please include the item’s web URL, screenshot / PDF of the listing & date found. 

* Netsuke are small, 

Japanese ivory 

carvings commonly 

traded as antiques, 

usually depicting 

human or animal 

scenes. 
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